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The ongoing digitisation of society at work over the past decade calls for a reconsideration of the categories
of inclusion and exclusion since there is no longer a clear view of the groups at risk of being or becoming
digitally excluded. Indeed, the mechanisms of digital exclusion no longer only affect socio-economically
vulnerable groups, and solutions should go beyond the mere provision of material access and digital
competences. Furthermore, the diversity of uses and available platforms raises new issues for digital inclusion
policies as digital technologies are increasingly embedded in daily life and have become all the more essential
to engage in daily activities and social participation.
IDEALiC gives particular attention to the changing concepts of digital inclusion and exclusion, as well as to
digital autonomy, i.e. the range of choice an individual has when it comes to the uses of ICTs in a specific
context. To this end, this study analyses individuals’ usages and experiences with digital technologies at certain
life transitions and ruptures, and aims to examine the divergences and convergences in the relation to ICTs
and digitisation that individuals share. The study is based on a qualitative approach, building on in-depth
interviews which entail the perceptions and relation that an individual had and still has with ICTs through
various moments of life.
MOVING ISSUES OF THE DIGITAL DIVIDE DEBATE
Over time, the debate on the digital divide has shifted from the issue of inequalities of access to one of
inequalities between individuals who are able to take advantage of their digital uses and those who are not.
As autonomous and unrestricted access remains crucial, studies have shown that with equal access digital
inequalities were increasingly marked in the skills needed to use ICTs. Since then, a large investment has been
made in the development of digital skills. However, it appears that developing digital skills is strongly shaped
by individuals’ social context and their needs to use ICTs. Evidence suggests that nowadays these needs to use
ICTs are more and more constant and permanent.
Autonomy and empowerment are two recurrent terms in digital inclusion policies. A common point in the way
these notions are addressed is their understanding as individual resources: autonomy as an individual
competence and empowerment as a process of gaining self-worth and personal power via the use of ICTs,
especially among vulnerable groups, with an emphasis on individual agency and little attention to the role of
community and collective matters.
Rather than gaining individual skills, digital inclusion should work to eliminate the social and digital barriers
that hinder equal and autonomous access to social resources for inclusion. These resources—provided by
society—are increasingly digitised; this exposes more vulnerable individuals but also generates new issues for
well-integrated persons as the means of action toward the course of digitisation tend to decrease, leading to
disengagement and disempowerment.
THE MEANING OF AUTONOMY
The study focuses on ICT usage during an individual’s life course and the meaning of these uses at some key
points of personal trajectories. A central issue is the signification of autonomy and digital autonomy. Digital
society conveys certain broadly shared norms that orient individual action and have a constraining effect,
notably:
•
•
•

Access characterised by the need for constant and individualised access for all in order to be able to
achieve a growing number of activities.
Modes of uses that concern the skills, expected competences and the modalities of online
participation.
Autonomy, a behaviour characterised by individual continuous interest and learning (Brotcorne et al.,
2011).

Following these norms, digital inclusion is focused on user-centred approaches for the development of digital
skills. The aim of this research is not to study development of digital autonomy as the growth of digital
competences. Instead, digital autonomy relates to the choice individuals have in this digital and social
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environment (Mariën and Prodnik, 2014), the way it makes visible forms of digital exclusion and thus gradually
disempowers individuals. The definitions and the links between digital exclusion and digital autonomy are as
follows:
•
•

Digital exclusion refers to the excluded as those who do not conform to social norms and need
assistance from society to enter the norms (Paugam, 1996, 2011).
Digital autonomy is far more than a competence. It is the actual room for manoeuvring an individual
has in the face of choosing to use or not to use digital technologies and the consequence of this lack
of choice that make situations of exclusion arise.

EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK
The life course perspective uncovers specific moments or turning points in lives that triggered or halted the
use of digital technologies. It allows a dynamic understanding of the meaning individuals attribute to ICTs and
whether one or more life events have had an influence on digital uses. The role played by digital technologies
in these life events, their impacts on an individual’s life course, their evolving status and the relationship
individuals maintain with ICTs are the points of interest.
The research methodology separated individuals into three life-stage groups characterised by expected
autonomy. The first category of young adults (18–30 y/o) is characterised by a period in which they are building
their autonomy in all life domains, while the adults group (30–50 y/o) corresponds to individuals in a period
in which they are assumed to have developed autonomy and participate fully in society while managing the
balance between private and professional spheres. Seniors (50–70 y/o) are then characterised by their gradual
exit from active life and the growing issue of remaining independent and participative in society.
Fieldwork consisted in the realisation of 85 semi-directed interviews, each lasting at least 1 hr, with users
having different degrees of familiarity with ICTs. Individuals were selected according to age, spoken language,
diploma level, gender, current professional situation and declared degree of familiarity with ICTs. The data
gathering did not seek statistic representativeness, although the objective was to equally spread the profiles
to allow the expression of the diversity of life trajectories. The aim of this methodological choice was to give
researchers the opportunity to grasp the similarities and divergences in the uses and relations with ICTs for
individuals belonging to the same life-stage group.
CHOICE AS A KEY ELEMENT IN THE RELATIONSHIP TO ICTs
With respect to the representations of ICTs, one representation of digital technologies more central than
others concerned progress. The idea of progress is used as a structuring explanation of the development of
uses, with different degrees of coerciveness that diverge slightly between life-stage groups. Defined as
unidirectional and irreversible change (Pollard, 1968), progress questions the idea of choice and injunctions
to use ICTs.
The study offers an analysis of individual’s relation to ICTs with respect to their choice to use them and the
impact on participation within each life-stage group. The elements gathered can be presented as follows,
with a common statement that autonomy from digital technologies is narrowing for everybody:

RELATION TO
CHOICE/PARTICIPATION
ISSUE

YOUNG ADULTS

ADULTS

SENIORS

CONNEXION

DISCONNEXION

NON-CONNEXION

The choice is about how
to participate and
construct participation
through constant
connectivity.

The choice is about
making reasonable one
to preserve a balance
between private and
professional life.

There is no choice to
enter digital uses to
avoid the risk of
becoming more
dependent on others.
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Individuals are not concerned with the same transitions of life and the same familiarisation with digital
technologies. The following points offer the main findings for each life-stage group:
•

For young adults, their age mostly arose as the reason for their digital competences, and it
diminished—in their view and that of older people—some of the difficulties related to particular
devices (computer uses vs. smartphone uses) or platforms (Word, Drive, etc.). Digital autonomy is
quite low: digital uses are unavoidable at this time of life to manage professional and private spheres;
it is thus characterised by a constant connectivity in all domains of life. This constant connectivity
appears both as a condition of participation in society and the means by which individuals gradually
feel disengaged from their ability to participate in society, as being mostly by their lack of choice in
the ways to participate online and to decide how to use ICTs.

•

For adults, the main approach of choice is organised around the separation between professional and
private uses, and it is evaluated through the scope of utility. Active life is central to the conception of
digital autonomy, as ICTs are seen as unavoidable for work and allow professional objectives to be
achieved. Yet, personal uses are expressed as something that has to clearly bring an added value to
daily life. This pragmatic approach to digital technologies, enhanced by professional life, is often
translated to the private sphere where digital technologies are thus a practical means to engage in
daily life, and new uses are evaluated by their utility in the managing of an individual’s private life with
less hesitation to disconnect if the utility is not perceived.

•

Seniors, in contrast to young adults, are deemed incompetent by the simple fact of being older, and
this is interiorised in their relations with ICTs. As they are slowly leaving active life, ICTs tend to become
more central for individuals as a means to remain integrated with society. The choice to use digital
technologies assumes the traits of a threat, as non-use is almost automatically associated with
exclusion. Facing digital technologies is more about “not being overwhelmed” by the rapidity of digital
progress than responding to precise objectives. Thus, the problematic relation to ICTs for this lifestage group is understood around the issue of non-connection and a low level of digital autonomy.

VARYING PERCEPTIONS OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
Attitudes towards ICTs give insights about what could enhance or break individual uses beyond competences
and access. The table below details the main representations about the changes brought by digitisation as
revealed from the interviews:

POSITIVE ASPECTS

PRAGMATIC DIMENSION

SOCIAL DIMENSION

COGNITIVE DIMENSION

Gain of quantitative time

Strengthen bonds

Accessibility of knowledge
and information

Individual level
NEGATIVE ASPECTS

Loss of qualitative time

Dehumanisation

Unsustainability and opacity

Collective level

Analysis shows that when respondents represent digital technologies and society, the positive aspects refer
more often to concrete individual advantages, while the negative representations of ICTs are issues that
concern collective levels and lead to forms of disengagement with respect to digital technologies. Likewise,
these dominant representations emerge as a whole in the discourses; this shows how individuals are caught
up in these ambivalences and find themselves having difficulty in stating a unique vision of digital technologies.
These collective aspects are those over which individuals seem to have the least control and it is in this
sense that they constitute important guidelines on the future of digitalisation because how can we think
about empowerment when individuals have little control over the collective aspects related to digital change.
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The pragmatic dimension is organised around time. Rapidity and ease of use are the image of ICTs for
individuals. Yet, this capacity for saving time benefits them under several conditions: continuous interest,
technical competences and the ability to have free time to spare on learning and managing online activities.
In that way, digital technologies are also negatively perceived as a loss of qualitative time that is characterised
in: (1) a loss of reflection because the device does it all, (2) a loss of meaning for the way time is spent, and (3)
a loss of human contact.
The social dimension concerns the ambivalence between the power of strengthening and of weakening social
relationships that is attributed to digital technologies. ICTs participate in the strengthening of intimate
relationships, especially for people who are emigrating or those who are descendants of immigrants, through
the use of social media. ICTs also strengthen intimate relationships by creating intergenerational bounds
between the young and elders, with a common subject of interest to share and the possibility to support
others in learning. Conversely, digital technologies are represented as dehumanising objects as social media
and digitisation of public services narrow the opportunities to maintain human contact due to the
individualisation of digital technologies. Yet, this representation enters the thoughts of individuals who have
access and skills, whereas digitally fragile individuals live with a sense of social isolation and marginalisation
by virtue of not having a device and/or not using it.
The cognitive dimension concerns the ease of accessibility to information, i.e. if one has the ability to sort and
choose from a mass of similar and constant information. The negative representations of Internet are
principally turned toward the lack of transparency of the Internet. This lack of transparency is expressed on
the one hand by a misunderstanding about the aim of personal data and on the other hand by a blurring
concerning the impacts of the material existence of digital technologies in terms of ecological and social
sustainability.
MOMENTS AT RISK INSTEAD OF PROFILES AT RISK
This chapter has shown that the increasing digitalisation of society has impacted respondents throughout their
life course. In this chapter that aimed to elucidate the contextual dimensions of the use of digital technologies
and the at-risk situations in the process of digital autonomisation, we have gained insights into the life-course
trajectories of respondents and have given particular attention to life-stage group-related differences and
similarities. Fieldwork indicated that life-course trajectories need to be understood in the respondents’
broader life-course narratives. Indeed, the accounts showed that elders have a predominantly event-oriented
life-course trajectory narrative. Adults describe a relational life-trajectory narrative. And, young adults have a
rather self-centred life-course trajectory narrative. These life-course narratives not only put in perspective
individual life-course trajectories but have also enabled us to assess the logic of life choices. Seniors, adults
and young adults negotiate their life choices differently. In short, seniors made life choices according to events.
Adults, for their part, considered the relation to others when making a life choice. Finally, young adults exhibit
a rather self-centred life choice. Understanding this differentiation in life choices according to life-course
group is crucial since we argue that it will impact tendencies in the life course, which in turn will impact the
usage or non-usage of digital technologies.
When we analysed the life courses of respondents in more detail, we saw that respondents move through
different life domains which are composed of a set of alternative life-course trajectories. In a nutshell,
fieldwork allowed us to identify three main life domains:

•

•

The education life domain: In this life domain the ability or inability to pursue and achieve educational
goals appeared central when narrating educational life-course trajectories. In this context three life
trajectories can be distinguished: the finished academic life course, the fragmented academic life
course and the failed academic life course.
The professional life domain: The degree of professional stability along the professional careers
characterises this domain. The identified life courses are: the stable professional life course, the flexible
professional life course, the additional professional life course, and the long-term unemployment
professional life course.
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•

The private life domain: The number and the rapidity of successive moments of engagement and
disengagement, or settlement and resettlement are at the heart of the private life domain. Three
alternative life-course trajectories are put forth: the linear private life course, the flexible private life
course and the ruptured private life course.

By defining a set of life-course trajectories for each life domain, this research highlights the importance of
looking into the internal dynamics from a life-stage perspective and a life-course perspective. It has shown the
multiplicity of life courses and has made us aware of the cumulative risk of social exclusion within and across
the educational, professional and private life domains.
Finally, this research has confirmed that digital technologies are integrated in all life domains and at every
stage. For each life domain, specific moments were identified in relation to the use of digital technologies. In
doing so, we not only highlighted the contextual dimension of digital use, but we also obtained a detailed
overview of each life domain, including the potential risk situations of digital exclusion. By combining the
level of coping strategy and the level of convergence of digital competences, we estimated the level of risk of
digital exclusion for each situation. The scheme below briefly lays out the risk moments of digital exclusion
and the level of risk for digital exclusion according to life domain:
DIGITAL AT-RISK MOMENTS

EDUCATIONAL LIFE DOMAIN

PROFESSIONAL LIFE DOMAIN

Selecting an educational institution or program

Low

Enrolling at the school or in particular courses

Medium

Involvement in the class interactions

High

Accomplishing homework and tasks

High

Exploring the job market

Medium

Responding to a job offer

High

Integrating digital technology at the workplace

High

Claiming unemployment benefits and services

Medium

Meeting and dating
PRIVATE LIFE DOMAIN

DIGITAL AT-RISK LEVEL

Low

Renting or buying a house

Medium

Engaging and disengaging

Medium

To conclude, this chapter has shown that regardless of the life-stage group or life trajectories, at-risk
situations occur due to the increasing digitisation of society. Therefore, we argue that deconstructing the
linear relation between socio-economic profile and the (non-)usage of digital technologies is mandatory.
Instead we should acknowledge at-risk moments of digital exclusion. Put differently, this analysis highlights
that the whole of the respondents, including those with privileged life-course trajectories and digitally
competent profiles, can find themselves in situations in which digitalisation leads to concrete challenges to
participate in the entire process related to the educational, professional and private-life domain, as well as
at specific moments in time.
BRAKES AND LEVERS OF PARTICIPATION
The research distances itself from the competence-driven approaches of digital inclusion because they keep
individuals in an unfavourable balance of power since they have to adapt to tools and services for which they
have few means of action. The empirical data questions several changes in the modes of participation imposed
by digital technologies:
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•
•
•

The use of data and algorithms as drivers for the design of new services raises issue about their
ownership. They are currently seen as quite external to the individuals while constituting an implicit
form of participation by their gathering.
The design of the applications also influences participation in the sense that an individual will always
behave according to what is allowed by the designer. This skews the grid of necessary competences
and limits the possibilities for expression by individuals.
The individualisation of uses and services is characterised by the multiplicity of individual equipment
and the naturalisation of personalised platforms which could overshadow the collective purposes that
could be achieved through digital uses.

These elements are translated in the experiences of use for certain respondents, and some insight has been
gained into the consequences of such a context, as for example:
•
•
•
•
•

there is a form of misunderstanding about the objective of the digitisation of the services;
there is an inability to take action in the case of technical problems and to avoid penalties;
platforms induce individuals to conform to norms of behaviour, access and uses;
the learning of the functioning of the platform is left to the responsibility of the individual;
there is a difference of investment and constrained investment among all the users, especially when
they are in asymmetric relationships.

To resume, even individuals with privileged and digitally competent profiles find themselves in situations
where imposed digitisation can raise concrete problems as well as more global questions about their modes
of uses, thereby raising the question of inclusion. The dilemma between the uses prescribed for minimum
access to resources and all the disruptions in the current form of digitisation is even more acute for the less
privileged, who find themselves de facto caught up in a system they do not control.
Further, the study shows the important role of intermediaries as Numeric Public Spaces functioning as places
of proximity open to their local environment which tackle digital difficulties and the social isolation they
generate. Also, the study shows that ways to use digital technologies in groups and/or with collective
purposes, by reflecting on the needs and wants of their own communities, proves perennial and positive both
for individuals who have difficulties with digital technology and also for the wider community (which could
also be the family). Collective purpose and local anchorage go beyond individual benefits for vulnerable
persons.
The critical standpoint of the definition of autonomy as a set of competences is that it leaves the
responsibility of acquiring competences to the individual who must continuously adapt to the situations
and new services (Badouard, 2017), while the structural inequalities that generated this situation are not
called into question. Finally, the study shows that the accessibility to resources—digital or not—is still an issue
for inclusion and that it tends to become more complex.
•

•
•

Access continues to prove problematic not only for the financial aspects of acquiring a device, but it
also calls into question secure and sustainable access, the access to complete information, the
multiplicity of means necessary to access personal information (login, password, card reader, etc.) and
limited access to technical support while having no choice to use ICTs.
The problems with the relation to the written is emphasised by digitisation because added to literacy,
individuals found themselves more exposed to the scrutiny of others and the negative outcomes that
follow.
The lack of resources and information concerning the management of the digital divide in some public
and private services is characterised by an unthinking about the non-connection of certain people,
ignorance of their problems or a will to help but with precarious and non-perennial solutions.

INSIGHTS OF THE ANALYSIS
This study confirms that digital uses and life trajectories are closely related. This is expressed by the facts
that (1) digital technologies intervene in a growing number of life transitions and ruptures, and (2) digital
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competences no longer concern only specific domains. In this sense, (3) life transitions and ruptures are key
moments at which the lack of digital competences can harm and exclude the individual. Moreover, assessing
the multiplicity of moments and manners in which ICT could intervene in individual life trajectories gives
insights into the reasons why groups at risk of exclusion are becoming less clear than before.
Furthermore, this research shows that the development of digital autonomy is strongly linked to the life
course, in the sense that each stage and rupture in life could lead to a use of digital technology that is
increasingly constrained both by the situation itself and by the normalisation of digital uses in these situations.
This study argues that the construction of digital autonomy should therefore be analysed according to three
thematic axes which subsequently refer to the individual, circumstantial and collective conditions with which
digital (and non-digital) practices accord. In short, we underline the importance of:
•

The negotiation of choice

Throughout each age, individuals gradually feel deprived of their ability to choose as soon as it enters the
digital sphere, and this deprivation of choice manifests itself differently depending upon the life-stage group
concerned. Consequently, individuals are not “by default” users, and the adoption of a digitised service is a
subject of reflection, where choice is highly related to a vision of participation to society. Further, negotiating
choice does not only depend on the digital competences of an individual but also on more general
representations about digital technologies which are reflected in an ambivalence concerning the positive
individual benefits and the negative collective consequences of digitisation. While certain individuals have
some tools to deal with these negative collective perceptions of ICT, other more vulnerable persons, urged on
by their need to use ICT to achieve minimal access to social resources, undermine these concerns and thus are
embedded in the world as disempowered individuals.
•

The situations of uses

Understanding situations of digital exclusion rather than profiles at risk of digital exclusion is the second
central point that has emerged from our research. Analysing the process of the development of digital
autonomy from the perspective of at-risk situations of digital exclusion instead of at-risk profiles has two
consequences. First, it shows that the profound digitalisation of everyday practices has tangible implications
for the whole population. Virtually each daily practice entails one or more digital actions at a certain moment
in time. In this context, we should question what are or should be the limits of these ongoing process of
digitisation at every level of daily interaction. How can or should we guarantee an offline alternative for those
who “choose” interpersonal exchange or a physical place over the digital, regardless of the underlying
motivations? It is at this moment that tensions rise between the norms, as explained earlier, and personal
choice. Secondly, it implies that the manner in which individuals act against at-risk situations of digital
exclusion is decisive. Digital competencies per se do not define or divide the population into digitally-in or out. Rather it is the way in which individuals’ experiences as well as the scope and quality of coping
strategies on which they rely when confronted by these at-risk moments that creates new risks for social
inequalities amongst and across seniors, adults and young adults.
•

The social participation through ICTs

Paths for social participation emerge from observation of the need for individuals to have more room to
manoeuvre in their ICT uses in order to participate in an empowered manner. One of the perceived major
weaknesses of digitisation is that individuals often do not understand the underlying objectives or do not
feel integrated into these digitalisation objectives. Nevertheless, the study shows that inclusion goes beyond
the focus on competence-driven approaches, and it embraces both the fight against digital exclusion and
emergent issues of inclusion. These perspectives shall include the following insights:
• NPSs still have a crucial role in terms of digital inclusion but also in terms of the struggle against social

isolation.
• Accessibility remains problematic and complex with the multiplication of devices and platforms, such
as material access.
• The relation to the written is still a problem for individuals that have no option to use ICTs.
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• New questions concerning the modes of participation currently imposed by ICT design—the use of

data, the constraints of design and the individualisation of services—are emerging and encourage
further reflection on critical approaches and how to regain power to act on these modes of
functioning.

Finally, this report rethinks the concepts of autonomy and digital autonomy. This study does not argue for
independence from others and ICTs at large. Instead, inclusion is about everyone having the right to access
the same opportunities in the face of digitalisation, which means having the basic resources for access and
social integration provided. Further, as long as the ones who need assistance are defined according to social
norms, action can not only be the responsibility of individuals but also of a movement of co-construction to
open the margin to manoeuvre in light of digital uses, a movement towards a clarification of the role of
digital technologies and a redefinition of digital norms.
SOME RECOMMENDATIONS
#1 Digital inclusion should not only be concerned with providing solutions for individuals to gain skills. Rather,
service providers should take into account the plurality of users, their difficulties and the measurement of
negative impact for an individual if he or she does not access a digitised service he or she needs in order to
propose appropriate solutions that meet collective needs.
#2 Attention should be paid to the setting of norms for digital uses. Since they are exclusionary for a segment
of the population, access, modes of use and autonomous learning should be designed in accordance with
local realities, with regard to ages and the key situations that individuals face at these specific ages of life
more than thinking about a generic solution to which everyone should adapt.
#3 Improve the perceived utility of ICTs and online services, as well as the transparency regarding the
objectives behind digitisation, since this lack of knowledge fuels a sense of non-choice and of being pushed
to use ICTs by default, even with remaining questions.
#4 Propose alternatives and support for people in difficulty directly when a service is implemented and without
any preconceived assumptions about age.
#5 Offer choice both regarding whether or not to use ICT to access a service, and also with respect to online
choices in the ways individuals identify with and agree with their online identity and participation
(constructed outside themselves by data gathering and the design of the online platform).
#6 Work on the negative aspects related to ICTs, without leaving them aside on the assumption that the
positive aspects will counteract them. ICTs are a combination of positive and negative aspects that coexist,
so it is necessary to deal with its negative aspects as they are. Consider solutions oriented towards these
negative aspects and not only those that improve the positive aspects to make the negative points less
visible.
#7 Deconstruct the linear relationship between vulnerable profiles and digital exclusion: if socially vulnerable
people are indeed at risk, so are many others. Fostering a situation-based approach ensures that individuals
who also face difficulties despite not being considered as "at-risk profiles" are not left out.
#8 Strengthen cohesion between online service designers and field actors in order to create a local network
of digital inclusion that includes stakeholders throughout the process and not just at the end of the chain
to deal with people who are experiencing difficulties. More generally, it is a question of institutionalising
the relationship with the actors (field actors and users) and ensuring that the digitalisation of a service is
designed by integrating them fully: the digitalisation of a service or a resource should not leave individuals
on the side. Thus, if the digitisation of a service leads to a decrease in digital autonomy, the integration of
(1) compensatory measures (training, institutionalised support, physical counter, etc.) to avoid exclusion
mechanisms, and (2) a policy of transparency in the objectives and stakes of this digitisation should be
mandatory.
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